
Access 4
Skill: Theme

Match 
As you watch the video about theme, draw lines to match each phrase on the left with the correct description on
the right.

theme continued effort despite obstacles

explicitly use evidence to conclude what is not directly stated 

fables summarized, or gave important information briefly

infer central or most important idea 

summed up a type of literature

perseverance clearly or directly

genre stories that teach a lesson

*SL.8.2 Interpret information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) and explain how it contributes to a topic, text, or issue
under study. 

Fill in the Blanks 
Complete the sentences to help you participate in the discussion.

The author's central idea or message in a story is called the . To find the theme of a

fable you can look at the  or  it gives. If you infer the theme,

you are using  to figure out what the text does not . To "read

into what is said" means to . Characters, , and plot events can

all hold clues to theme. Sometimes even the  holds a clue to theme.

*W.8.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose and audience.
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Analyze the Discussion 
As you watch the SkillsTV video, answer each of the questions below. Use the time codes on the left to help you
know when the students in the video discuss each question.

0:25 - Based on Ms. Waters' suggestions, what are
some ways to look for theme?

You should consider the title of the text. You should
also analyze the characters and the way they change
throughout the text. You should also focus on the
details.

1:30 - What does the narrator of The Red Badge of
Courage give readers to help identify the theme?

2:10 - How does the character and the setting help to
identify the theme?

*SL.8.2 Analyze the purpose of information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) and evaluate the motives (e.g., social,
commercial, political) behind its presentation.

Annotation Guide 
Use the following annotation guidelines to help you annotate the model text about theme. Be sure to make
annotations or highlights to the text to complete each line.

1.Highlight at least two sentences or passages that you have questions about. Enter your questions as
annotations.

2.Highlight at least one passage that connects with something you already know and use the annotation tool to
explain the connection.

3.Highlight the point of view described in the text, and use the annotation tool to provide a brief description of
what you know about that point of view.

4.In each example of theme from The Red Badge of Courage, highlight any words or phrases that help you
know what Henry is thinking or feeling.

5.Highlight details in the examples from The Red Badge of Courage where you see ideas related to courage.
Make annotations to say how you think this might relate to the theme. For example, what did Henry used to
think or feel about war? Have his thoughts and feelings changed? How might this be important in finding the
theme? For example, "In visions he had seen himself in many struggles. He had imagined peoples secure in the
shadow of his eagle-eyed prowess." Annotation: Henry has dreams of people being impressed by his skill in
battles. But the theme can't be his skill, because his actions in a real battle are not like his dreams at all. Maybe
the theme is about the difference between how he dreamed of war, and the reality of it.

6.Highlight any unfamiliar words. Use the annotation tool to make predictions about the meaning of these
unfamiliar terms.

*RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
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